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Wenzhou Xingmeng is a leading manufacturer, supplier and exporter of XM Package 
1080ml Leather Boxes s in China. Adhering to the pursuit of perfect quality, our 1080ml 
Leather Boxes has been satisfied by many customers. Extreme design, quality raw 
materials, high performance and competitive prices are what every customer wants, and 
that is what we can provide you. Of course, equally important is our perfect after-sales 
service. If you are interested in our 1080ml Leather Boxes, you can consult us 
immediately, we will reply to you in time! With years of experience in the production of 
1080ml Leather Boxes, Wenzhou Xingmeng can offer a wide range of 1080ml Leather 
Boxes. High quality 1080ml Leather Boxes can meet many applications, if you need, 
please get our online service for 1080ml Leather Boxes. In addition to the product list 
below, you can customize your own unique 1080ml Leather Boxes for your specific 
needs. 
Wenzhou Xingmeng is a leading manufacturer, supplier and exporter of 1080ml Leather 
Boxes in China. Adhering to the pursuit of perfect quality of products, so that our 
authoritative word has been satisfied by many customers. Extreme design, quality raw 
materials, high performance and competitive prices are what every customer wants, and 
that is what we can provide you. Of course, equally important is our perfect after-sales 
service. If you are interested in our 1080ml Leather Boxes you can consult us 
immediately and we will reply to you promptly! 
 

Kraft paper Boxes Parameter (Specification) 

Product name:  Kraft paper Boxes 

capacity Three high The material 

800ml 13.4*11.3*6.5 cowhide 

 

1080ml Leather Boxes 

As the professional manufacture, we would like to 

provide you XM Package 1080ml Leather Boxes. 

These products have been exported to Europe, 

North America, and Mid-East areas for a long time. 

As a factory, we can ensure accurate delivery time, 

and our product quality and service are recognized 

by customers. In addition to the product list below, 

you can customize your own unique 1080ml Leather 

Boxes for your specific needs. 
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Kraft paper Boxes Parameter Feature And Application 

Our company's 1080ml Leather Boxes our factory direct support customized waterproof, 
oil-proof and impermeable can be taken when you go out to help you with heat 
preservation and thickening, high clip type design, thickened kraft paper, new edge 
tearing design can prevent French fries and other fried food, please contact us as soon 
as possible if you need 
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